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How do trans and genderqueer poets write the body onto and against the page?

What expressions and forms—even if amorphous ones—does the body use and

take in its poetic becomings? Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and

Poetics (2013), edited by TC Tolbert and Tim Trace Peterson, is a collection that

grapples with these questions and many more. It is the first collection to explicitly

highlight trans and genderqueer poetry even as neither the work in the collection

nor the editors of the collection define what trans and genderqueer poetry is. In

fact, both editors note in their respective introductions that they had no desire to

categorically define, much less police, the gender identities of the poets whose

work is present in the text (Peterson: 15; Tolbert: 10). Both editors express a need

for opening up, through poetry, the possibilities, nuances, and multiplicities of

trans and genderqueer. Some of these poets have been published multiple times;

for others, this marks their first publication (Peterson: 15).

Both editors speak of an urgency to create this collection. This urgency is

expressed by Peterson as an “aporia of isolation” that “consists of a basic inability

to articulate or make visible the position that one occupies in publicly, socially, or

politically understandable language” (16). Similarly, Tolbert notes his desire to

“read what other trans and genderqueer poets were writing. I needed to see their

forms, listen to their syntax, learn from how they were composing themselves on

and off the page” (8). This urgency was met by the work of fifty-five poets, whose

work forms what Peterson calls a “bridge” text (15). “Not a canon but one hun-

dred hands pushing against a wall of homogeneity—gendered, social and lin-

guistic,” Tolbert writes (13).
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Rather than attempting to synopsize or analyze each work, I focus on a

small number of poets and their poetic statements to provide a sense of the type of

work in the anthology—a review method that inevitably excludes more than it

includes. The poems in the collection are as diverse as the poets’ stories, experi-

ences, and identities. For example, some of the work has obvious cadence, and the

reader can imagine it being read aloud; contrastingly, other poems are works of

visual art as much as they are “readable” poetry.

Whether their work appears in ambiguous form or as theoretical play, the

contributors in this collection navigate the multiple spaces of gender and living

that they inhabit. For example, forms vary from left-aligned stanzas on the left

side of the page to the use of scattered symbols and nonalphabetic characters; the

use of the latter style is perhaps intended to express or form that which words

consisting of Latin letters might not have the capacity to make visible. In Lilith

Latini’s elegant five-stanza poem, “Decisions,” she expresses the feelings of depart-

ing the private:

From her throat tension popped,

pearls played crack the whip and

flung out of their orbit.

A quick breath then she turned on her toe,

moved over the spinning beads,

and out the door. (350)

Perhaps simply a story of leaving the house, or a story of an anxious transperson

leaving a space of relative comfort to face the world, the poem exudes a simul-

taneous quietude and discomfort through its five-stanza tercet form that con-

cludes with an exit scene—a movement into the unformed, unknown. As she

states in her poetics statement (more on poetics statements momentarily), “Even

before I began talking about my trans identity or transitioning, it always felt that

my body was public space because of my high femme gender presentation” (351).

Meg Day’s poem “forget everything you know about the way a body is

built” begins with a full-page image including nine boxes, each filled with a line

drawing of a person exhibiting the hand gestures involved in speaking a word or

phrase in sign language. On the next page, the textually based part of the poem

begins on the right side of the page:

the way

my lineage

is deaf
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the way

America is deaf

not deaf. (384)

The only words on the left side of the page appear approximately half-way down

the corresponding column of text on the right. Those words are “I am not deaf”

(384). These lines express how hearing occurs metonymically and culturally far

beyond the body, even as the body’s capacity to hear in narrow ways is prized in

dominant culture. Day’s poem disrupts the ways we read, hear, see; it conveys an

alternate way of thinking about connection. While poignantly subtle, by

extending the body into the unknown, both Latini’s and Day’s poems interrupt

narrow notions of transness and give shape to what it means to write the poetic

trans and genderqueer body onto the page.

Trans and genderqueer, as words, identities, and movements conveyed in

the collection, do not express gender trajectories but intensities that at some

moments in the text are very clear and at other moments, beautifully confusing.

The poets in this collection write the body alive. Their poems are often about

gender, but the work also expresses the physical presence of many other forms of

bodily categorization; for example, processes of racialization, systemic poverty,

illness, and labor—all of which centralize the body without necessarily naming it.

One of the two editors of this collection, TC Tolbert, is the author of

spirare (2012) and territories of folding (2011) and is, along with many other things,

the assistant director of Casa Libre en la Solana, a poetry venue, living space, and

community-gathering space in Tucson, Arizona.1 Tolbert states in his introduc-

tion: “If there is one thing that I wanted to usher in with this collection, it is an

opening—an attempt to expand the range of what is possible for trans and

genderqueer poets and to acknowledge that there is no such thing as a monolithic

trans and genderqueer poetry” (9–10). It is no wonder, then, that the poetry that

appears in the collection is ripe with potential to transverse, to fold inward and

outward toward new forms of textual-bodily interaction. There may not be a

“monolithic trans and genderqueer poetry,” but there most certainly is a trans

and genderqueer poetics threaded throughout the collection, even if that poetics

is, thankfully, not containable or capable of capture.

The other editor of this collection is Tim Trace Peterson, author of Since I

Moved In (2007) and Violet Speech (2011) and the editor of EOAGH: A Journal of

the Arts. In Peterson’s introduction, she asserts: “The book is . . . of course an

opening gesture to provoke what TC and I both hope will be a long and pro-

ductive conversation about trans and genderqueer poetry, a category about which

there is currently barely any available commentary or discussion so far” (15).

Later, when discussing her research investigating “a history for trans poets,” she
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notes that “there are few literary precedents which combine poetry as a literary

category with phenomena or sensibilities we would retrospectively recognize as

‘transgender’ in a visible way” (17). Thus, on a fundamental level, this collection

theorizes the connections among trans and genderqueer embodiment, trans

affect, and poetry. The yet-to-be-described poetic virtuality of trans, then,

becomes a critical lens through which to explore the potential of trans and

genderqueer as bodies, sentiments, and movements.

Each contributor’s work—with the exception of a few, including but not

limited to the work of two deceased poets included in the collection, kari edwards

and JohnWieners—is accompanied by an individually titled “poetics statement.”

While reading, I was particularly focused on the juxtaposition of poetry with

poetics statements. There were poems I did not like accompanied by a poetics

statement to which I deeply connected and vice versa. As is often the case with

artists’ statements, the contextualization provided by the poetics statements may

offer readers additional ways to engage each work. Of course, also like artist

statements, it is possible that the poetics statements may have the capacity to limit

one’s reading. That being said, I rarely, if ever, found that to be the case in this text,

perhaps because the structures of the poetics statements varied as drastically as the

poetic forms they accompanied. For example, Ari Banias, a first generation Greek

American, titled his statement “On Being a Stranger. Instinct, Messiness, Binaries,

Failure, Discomfort, and How I Think I Write Poems.” In it, he describes his

poetics of foreignness. He states, “I imagine foreignness as the place where otherness

and possibility may meet—a location that holds a charge, a place from which to

speak as an intimate stranger. . . . Far more compelling to me than aesthetic sin-

gularity or purity are expansiveness and multiplicity” (64). It is difficult to separate

the concepts of expansiveness and multiplicity from poetry—as a genre, it is not

boxy; it does not easily contain. Thus, a poetics of foreignness suggests trans inti-

macies, movement- and change-focused circuits of experience and living.

This notion of movement and in-betweenness is what Micha Cárdenas

alternately describes in her poetics statement—and in her work outside of this

collection—as “transreal.”2 As Cárdenas notes: “I decided to respond to people

who denied the reality of my gender, my body andmy sexuality on a daily basis by

claiming the space of the transreal, rejecting the real/unreal binary by living

between multiple realities” (398). This seems a poetics of art making and living: a

space from which to experience and react through bodily enactments of

betweenness that entirely disengage from the possibility of stasis. Appearance and

disappearance surface as critical and embodied aspects of this poetic. Similarly, in

“Escape Artists,” Amir Rabiyah discusses his own premature birth, stating: “I left

one world & then I came into this world. I was premature, so they boxed me in

[for safety measures.] I was much bigger than expected, especially for someone
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born so early. When I asked mymother how long Iwas incubated, she said, I don’t

know—I’m not good with time. My first, most intimate contact was with a box.

Later, I would become obsessed with magicians” (45). Trans writing, in these

terms, involves writing into and out of boxes, of exploring the ways in which

those boxes convey different types of intimacies without exactly locating how or

in what ways those intimacies (or those boxes) will appear.

As Jaime Shearn Coan beautifully writes in “forcing the hand”:

a new way of knowing

the muscle, extending

thin metal into thigh

it almost doesn’t feel

right how smoothly

like the body should react

reinforce its thirty-one years

as is

the divine slides in

and the body

ever faithful, believes (262)

In his poetics statement, Shearn Coan notes, “Rather than romanticize or con-

demn, I want to welcome in the presence of our ghosts (including our former

selves); to call attention to how they blend and bend our bodies in new directions”

(265). Whether through the act of injecting hormones or looking at a photograph

of his father, in Coan’s poems, the body believes—it follows, it leads, it suggests,

it appears: “a body begins in the shaping / breath between palms / air between

teeth” (Day: 382).

The collection persistently inquires: Is there a trans and genderqueer

poetics? Is there a trans poem? Perhaps what we are invited to consider, then, is

how poetry as a genre opens different doors to explore the types of trans and

genderqueer living and embodiment that might otherwise be occluded in more

direct forms of writing.3 While the book as a whole certainly works through this

question, its contributors also make direct and urgent assertions (albeit playful

ones, too) about what a trans poetics is and is not. Joy Ladin, in her “Trans Poetics

Manifesto,” states, “Like all poetics, trans poetics are ways that poetry can happen:

not the only ways, not the best ways, not the truest ways, not the noblest ways, not

the most experimental ways: poetry doesn’t care how it happens.” She continues,

“Like all poetics, trans poetics are partly fantasy. They only exist when we see
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them, and we only see them when we need to. . . . Like all poetics, trans poetics

may be consciously conjured, or recognized in retrospect” (306). The trans poetic

fantasy to which Ladin refers is precisely what this collection seems to generate;

not content with absence, but certainly not content with sameness, the contrib-

utors to this collection create space by working through trans and genderqueer as

a conduit of poetic connection. That said, Ladin is likely right to state that the

collection and the trans poetics that it both is and produces are possibly only

“recognized in retrospect,” even as the poems in the collection are active and

moving in the present.

Each poem in this collection is its own body—in connection with its

writer—that expresses but does not define trans or genderqueer. This (dis)

connection is what makes this mixture of poems and poetics statements so

dynamic and useful. This collection is the first of its kind, and I view it as a hugely

successful effort. Perhaps its only weakness is expressed by both of the editors in

their respective introductions: to narrow the collection to fifty-five poets inevi-

tably excludes many other ways of writing the trans body, of moving within the

interstices of a formerly felt but intangible collection of trans and genderqueer

poetry. However, I recognize the stretch I am making to call this an unac-

knowledged gap or weakness. I think it is, instead, another potential. Building

from this collection will be a challenge worth the effort; I look forward to the next

anthology.

This text is useful for readers interested in how trans-ness moves through

poetry. As TT Jax states, “Poetry is an act of the body, an internal, intestinal

movement. Poetry moves like an interstitial cellular revolt, rattling up words and

rhythms from the deepest secret stuff of us” (496). This collection is useful for

poetry readers across all spectrums, from scholars and activists to scholar-activists

or any reader who draws inspiration from writing the body in innovative ways.

Partially because I relate to this collection as a poet and a transperson and partially

as a result of simply reading this specific and groundbreaking collection, I will

continue to think about the “intersections (and/or disconnections) between [my]

experience of the body (as a trans and/or genderqueer person) and the ways [I]

use language” (Tolbert: 9). It is possible that is all any of us can do as we navigate

the capillary spaces of gender. Thus, perhaps writing the trans and genderqueer

body into poetic becoming is the intervention that the contributors to Troubling

the Line begin—what an immense and critical task.

Dylan McCarthy Blackston is a graduate student in gender and women’s studies at the

University of Arizona. Dylan may be reached at dylanmb@email.arizona.edu.
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Notes

1. See www.tctolbert.com/index.html for more information.

2. See transreal.org as well as Cárdenas’s work in The Transreal: Political Aesthetics of

Crossing Realities, edited by Zach Blas and Wolfgang Schirmacher (2012).

3. Thanks to Eliza Steinbock for helping me to clarify this connection.
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